Skip the Lawyer, Create Your Own Stock Art

Presented by Hattie Wiley, NWS

start time: 12:45 PM

http://bit.ly/1KAg9Tl
Lesson 2: Hardware

2.3 Server Clusters

The original CHPS install contained two sets of servers, or server clusters, which included the primary operation cluster and the second a back-up cluster. It was determined that the primary and a backup system was not enough to support a set of servers. These servers are hereafter referred to as the primary and back-up clusters.
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Quick Links

- [Policy]
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Microsoft Office kills Clip Art, replaces it with Bing

You’d better enjoy Microsoft’s cheesy Office Clip Art catalog while you can, because it may be going away in favor of Bing.

According to a Microsoft support page, the company is retiring its Office Clip website. As an alternative, Microsoft suggests searching on Bing Images for visuals that are free to use under a Creative Commons license. Just look for the “license” button under the search bar, and choose from the “free to share” or “public domain” options.

On Monday, a post on Microsoft’s Office blog claimed that the Clip Art option would be nixed from the desktop version of Office, but that post has since been removed. We’ve reached out to Microsoft for clarification, but in the meantime, we’ve had no problem adding glorious, old-school Clip Art to documents in Word 2013. (They’re available through the “Online Pictures” button under the “Insert” tab.)
Searching BING

Search results are images licensed under Creative Commons.
- a range of copyright-licenses
- all licenses (except the CC0 Public Domain Dedication tool) require attribution

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/

https://creativecommons.org/examples
And then there’s...

- Model Release
- Intellectual Property Rights
- Public Domain
- Open Source
- GNU General Public License
- Patents
- Trademarks
- Royalty Free
- Fair Use
Consequences...

Lots of time wasted searching

Going without images/visuals

$\$\$\$ lost to subscriptions or purchased sets of images

Increased risks or concerns about copyright
Make Your Own

Icons

Objects

People

Scenes
What you need...

- Equipment
- Models
- Prep Work
- Photo Shoot
- File Storage
Equipment

Light

Background

Camera

about 8MP
National Weather Service Training Center

Staff Talent Release Form

I, the undersigned, hereby grant the National Weather Service, permission to videotape and/or photograph me, and I also give the NWS permission to put the finished videotape and/or photographs to any legitimate uses they may deem proper, including social and digital media. Further, I relinquish and give to the NWS all rights, title and interest; I may have in the finished videotape, photographs, negatives, reproduction and copies of the original videotape, prints, and exhibit the negatives, original prints and videotape or copies and facsimiles thereof, to any responsible individual, business, firm, or publication, or to any of their assignees.

I also understand that, if I rescind this agreement at a future date, or leave the NWSTC, NWSTC retains the right to leave my image in any productions developed while I was in agreement with this policy and/or employed at the NWSTC.

Printed Name ____________________________________________

Signature ____________________________ Date __________

Please read and initial the following:
I have read the NWSTC Social Media Guidelines specifically the sections pertaining to members of the NWSTC staff (Section III - NWSTC Staff General Posting Suggestions; Section VIII - NWSTC Posting Process).
Initials ____________________________

☐ Opt Out (Please check the box and sign below):
I would like to opt out of ALL NWSTC video/photo events. This includes class photos and videos to be shared on NWSTC social and digital media.

Printed Name ____________________________________________

Signature ____________________________________________ Date __________
Prep Work

People
- Camera person
- Coach
- Coordinator
- Models

Things
- Location
- Props
- List of Shots
  - Facial Expressions
  - Hand Gestures
  - Poses

What’s my motivation?

Got props?

To do...
Watch your planes.

Neutral poses are awesome.

Plain objects can help.

Dramaaaaaaa!!!
The Photo Shoot

Make sure shoes don’t blend.
Quick Tips

no light SOURCE from behind

straight
elevated

plain background with a strong contrast
File Storage

Who?

What?

Where?

When?

How?
Our File Storage

...on a shared file server
Remove Background in PPT

1. Click the image.
2. Click “Picture Tools.”
3. Click “Remove Background.”
4. Adjust the border.
5. Use these buttons to edit as needed.
A Quick Demo
Techniques
Any Questions?

next start time: 2:00 PM

http://bit.ly/1KAg9Tl